Filozofická fakulta Ostravské univerzity v OstravČ
Informace o pĜijímacích zkouškách podle studijních programĤ

1. Studijní program
N7313 PĜekladatelství a tlumoþnictví - Navazující magisterský program – jednooborové studium
a) Studijní obor
Angliþtina pro pĜekladatelskou praxi
Forma pĜijímací zkoušky: písemná
Test z Angliþtiny pro pĜekladatelskou praxi - varianta A
Úplné zadání písemné pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její þásti (u testĤ s výbČrem odpovČdi správné Ĝešení):

Part I – Language Competence
1 Answer the questions below by referring to the magazine article.

A – Pauline Wills,
D - Theo Gimbel,

B – Catherine Cumming,
E – Jean Ann Gilhead

C – Tricia Guild,

Which of the people (A-E):
says research has established that color therapy is effective?
recognizes that some people will be skeptical about color therapy?
mentions that people vary in terms of how they react to colors?
says that using only one color o decorate a room would be counterproductive?
talks about a color that enhances brain function?
says people can achieve more if colors are used to help them?
mentions a rapid increase in the use of color therapy?
is largely concerned with the physical effects of color?

1 D
2 E
3 D/B 4 D/B
5 B
6 E/B 7 E/B
8 E
9 D
10 A

2 Fill in the gaps with the most suitable alternative.
1. If she ___________ about his financial situation, she would have helped him out.
A. knew

B. had been knowing

C. had known

D. have known

2. I'll ______________ their cat while they are away on holiday.
A. be looking up

B. have looked after

C. be looking after

D. be looking over

3. He made his children ______ their homework every afternoon.
A. do

B. to do

C. studied

D. to study

4. The test was ____ difficult she had problems finishing it on time.
A. such

B. a

C. as

D. so

5. By the time she arrives, we ________________ our homework.
A. are finished

B. will have finished

C. will be finish

D. were finished

6. She _________________ lunch by the time we arrived.
A. had finished

B. was finished

C. have finished

D. finishing

C. set

D. is setting

7. The sun ______ at 9 last night.
A. sat

B. setted

8. When I stopped __________ to Mary, she was picking some flowers in her garden.
A. for speaking

B. speak

C. to speak

D. spoke

C. studying

D. study

C. used

D. is using

9. Despite ______________ hard, he failed the exam.
A. he studied

B. he has studied

10. That room _______________ for a meeting today.
A. is used

B. is being used

3 Choose the alternative which best fills the gap.
How to Research Your Family Tree
Creating a family tree can be an absorbing and rewarding pastime, and who knows where it might (1) … ?
You might discover you have royal (2) …, a hereditary title and a coat of arms, a forgotten legacy or even an
infamous murderer in the family. You’ll be creating a(n) (3) … and valuable resource to share and a
fascinating insight into your own life and times for future (4)… . Before you begin, ask around to see if any
of the (5) … research has already been done. Most families have at least one (6) … historian whose records
may be able to get you off to a good (7) … . Older family members can give you a first-hand (8) … of recent
family history, though remember to (9) … some tact and always be sensitive to any skeletons and scandals

that you may uncover. Official documents such as old birth, marriage and death certificates are an invaluable
(10)… .
1 A guide
2 A ancestry
3 A sole
4 A offspring
5 A inaugural
6 A amateur
7 A beginning
8 A way
9 A exercise
10 A fount

B follow
B lineage
B unique
B generations
B beginning
B beginner
B initiation
B access
B have
B origin

C lead
C pedigree
C only
C ages
C introductory
C apprentice
C start
C account
C apply
C root

D direct
D descent
D single
D progeny
D initial
D unskilled
D outset
D entrance
D practice
D source

Part II - Linguistics
1 Write all the English triphthongs used in standard BBC pronunciation, using IPA, and give
examples of words which contain them (one word for each triphthong). The example words should
not be written in IPA but in the Latin alphabet.

HΙ≅ e.g. ƉůĂǇĞƌ͕ĂΙ≅Ğ͘Ő͘ƚǇƌĞ͕DΥ≅ e.g. ƚŽǁĞƌ͕ΟΙ≅Ğ͘Ő͘ƌŽǇĂů͕[≅Υ≅] e.g. ŵŽǁĞƌ
2 Transcribe the BBC pronunciation of the following words, using IPA. Write only one possible way of
pronunciation for each word.
court [……...Nɬ৸W...,...........], national [....ਥQ ߑ̸Q̸O........], to occur [..........̸ਥN͢৸.......].
basic [...........ਥEHԌVԌN.........], soap [............V̸ࡱS.............], loose [...............OX৸V........],
quite [............NZDԌW...........], philosophy [............IԌਥOǇV̸IL...............]

3 Fill in all possible plural forms of the following nouns:
formula - formulae, formulas

thesis - theses

hoof - hooves, hoofs

salmon - salmon

4 Use slashes to divide the word below into morphs and name the types of the morphs appropriately:

resentful
re / sent / ful
grammatical morph, prefix

root

grammatical morph, suffix

5 Explain the use of the definite article highlighted in the text below:
A new study shows women are more likely to buy clothes if the models look like them.

The highlighted definite article is an example of associative reference: it refers backwards to
the expression “clothes”; “the models” are to be associated with the clothes mentioned.
6 Search through the text and find one example each of the gerund, present participle, past participle,
and infinitive used as sentence condensors. List the examples in the spaces provided below the text.

How to be a good lecturer: HE live chat
The role of lecturer is an important one but doesn't come naturally to most. Join our panel on Friday 18 May,
to explore the how-tos of teaching for new and not-so-new academics. A quick Google search reveals that
there are many examples of 'lecturers behaving badly' on YouTube. It would seem students are taking to the
site to share footage of academics doing things such as rambling on incoherently or losing their patience over
"an overly loud yawn."
It's harder however to find examples, shared by students, of good teaching online. Perhaps when it comes to
lecturing, like most things, criticism comes easier than praise.
Gerund - teaching, rambling, losing, lecturing

present participle - behaving, doing

infinitive - to share

past participle - shared

7 Read the following text and complete the tasks below:
(A) Cairo, on the other hand, was a flourishing place [. . .]. (B) The citadel, built by Saladin in the twelfth
century, was a fine complex of dun-coloured battlements, and in the desert beyond, on the opposite side of
the river, one descried the pyramids.
I Identify the syntactic function (i.e. clause element) of the nominal group a flourishing place in
sentence (A) and state how it is realized (in terms of its components).

a flourishing place – Complement subject
a = central determiner, flourishing = premodification, place = head, complex nominal group
II Analyze sentence (B) down to clause level:
•

use slashes [//] to separate individual clauses and label them as main and subordinate;

The citadel, (Subject) // built by Saladin in the twelfth century (reduced relative clause/part of
the subject – postmodification of “the citadel”) // was (Predicate) a fine complex of duncoloured battlements (Complement subject) [Main clause 1], and in the desert beyond
(Adverbial), on the opposite side of the river (Adverbial), one (Subject) descried (Predicate)
the pyramids (Object direct) [Main clause 2].
•

state whether the sentence complex is compound or complex and draw the dependency
diagram;

MC1, and MC2 – compound sentence
•

mark sentence elements in the clause(s).

8 Define the lexico-semantic relations which characterise the following pairs:
vessel/steamer - hyponymy

bare/bear - homophony

local/global - antonymy, oppositeness

interrogate/question - synonymy

9 Characterize the function(s) or the reasons for the preference of the passive forms highlighted in the
sentences below:

Those of a nervous disposition when it comes to flying will not have enjoyed the news that France's freshly
inaugurated president was forced to return to Paris mid-flight on Tuesday when his jet was struck by
lightning. It was probably not the omen François Hollande was seeking as he traveled to Berlin for his first
meeting with Angela Merkel.
was forced - The passive voice enables to omit the agent which is not necessary or relevant to

be specified as the primary cause is explained in the following clause (his jet was struck by
lightning).
was struck - The use of the passive enables to the FSP principle – starting the sentence with a

thematic, contextually retrievable piece of information and proceeding to the new, rhematic
information. In addition to this, “to be struck by lightning” is a collocation whereas “lightning
struck st” would represent a highly improbable lexical and syntactic combination.
10 Read the text and answer the questions below:
Drawing upon the Hallidayan functional approach to language and current methodology used in genre
analysis, the paper focuses on the relatively newly established web genre of Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs). The study traces the position and function of the genre within the genre colony of university website
presentations and attempts to define its core generic properties. The genre of FAQs tends to be shaped by the
interplay of conventional and variable features, with the conventionality stemming primarily from the
genre’s recurrent pattern and the regular use of its name, and with the inner variability captured by four
tentative scales spanning between interactivity and monologic character, continuity and discontinuity, scriptlike organization and random composition, and between the field-dominated and tenor-dominated genre
profile.
Where can this type of text be found? it is an abstract; in journals, academic publications
Characterise the target reader of the text: specialists in the field, students
Which lexical and grammatical features define the style of the text and helped you answer the previous
questions?
•

•
•
•

impersonality of expression – avoidance of the 1st person pronouns in the subject, preference
for impersonal subjects related to the topic discussed, the use of passive structures with the
omission of agents;
objectivity of expression – impersonality and avoidance of emotional and evaluative
vocabulary and syntax;
high frequency of terms;
due to the space limit imposed on an abstract as a genre, the information is often expressed in a
condensed way – with the use of verbal or nominal sentence condensors.

Part III – British and American History and Culture
1 Name all the four countries that constitute the United Kingdom.

England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
2 Explain the term “jingoism”.

Aggressive foreign policy that relies on the military
3 Which of the following characteristics best describes Thatcherism?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Leftist, liberal, advocates a strong state
Advocates tax cuts, supports private businesses and financial discipline
Advocates nationalization of gas and electricity, reduces power of labour unions
Conservative, populist, against firm control over public expenditure

4 Which of these prime ministers closely cooperated with Queen Victoria?
a) Clement Attlee
b) Robert Walpole
c) William Pitt
d) Benjamin Disraeli
5 Nick Clegg is . . .
a) Conservative leader; UK minister for foreign affairs
b) Liberal Democrat leader, UK deputy prime minister
c) Labour leader
d) Labour, former UK minister for foreign affairs
6 What is meant by the Great War?
a) Seven Years’s War
b) Napoleonic War

c) WWI

d) WWII

7 The term “Whitehall” is used as a metonym in Britain. What does it stand for?

British government
8 Who was the US president in the years 1981-1989?

Ronald Reagan
9 Who is George Santayana?
a) a British painter
b) c)an American architect

b) an American philosopher
d)a British composer

10 Which two films were directed by Miloš Forman?
a) Hair
b)Smoke Signals
d) Taking Off
e) Closely Watched Trains

c) Easy Rider
f) Eyes Wide Shut

11 When was the War on Terror declared? Which American president first used the term?

2001, George W. Bush
12 Which three states are part of the Bible Belt?
a) Alabama
b) Texas
d) Missouri
e) Hawaii

c) Nevada
f) Maine

13 Write the nationality against each personality. Choose from the following nationalities: American,
English, Irish, Canadian.
a) Margaret Atwood (writer) – Canadian
b) James Joyce (writer) – Irish
c) George Gershwin (composer) – American
d) David Miliband (politician) – English
e) Rudy Giuliani (politician) – American
14 What is meant by the expression “hawk” in the context of US politics?
a) a non-partisan Congressman
b) Secretary of State
c) an opposition leader
d) an advocate of military force in foreign policy

Kritéria pro vyhodnocení a postup, jakým se stanoví výsledek pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její þásti:
písemný test celkem: 100 bodĤ (za nesprávné odpovČdi nebyly strhávány body)
Základní statistické charakteristiky písemné pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její þásti:
Poþet uchazeþĤ, kteĜí se zúþastnili písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 46
Nejlepší možný výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 100
Nejlepší skuteþnČ dosažený výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 78
PrĤmČrný výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 56,43
SmČrodatná odchylka výsledkĤ písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 11,95
Decilové hranice výsledku zkoušky: -

Ostrava 27.6.2012
Zpracovala: Petra Valošková

Za správnost odpovídá: Mgr. Andrea Holešová, Ph.D.
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1. Studijní program
N7313 PĜekladatelství a tlumoþnictví - Navazující magisterský program – jednooborové
studium
a) Studijní obor
Angliþtina pro pĜekladatelskou praxi
Forma pĜijímací zkoušky: písemná
Test z Angliþtiny pro pĜekladatelskou praxi - varianta B
Úplné zadání písemné pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její þásti (u testĤ s výbČrem odpovČdi správné Ĝešení):

Part I – Language Competence
1 Answer the questions below by referring to the magazine article.

A – Penny Haigh, B – Mark Gardiner, C – Elaine and Derek Thompson, D – Roger Robar, E – Doug
Woods

Which lottery winner or winners:
has not spent any of their winnings on foreign travel?
was able to help fellow workers?
says it’s important not to be too sensitive?
had special skills that made it easier to handle so much money?
feels a relation would have been equally generous in the same situation?
wishes they had received better advice?
won the respect of a member of their community?
have bought properties as an investment?
have tried to help strangers in need?
2 Choose the alternative which best fills the gap.

1A
2D
3C
4C
5A
6C
7B
8A 9D
10 D

Vocabulary - 1.c, 2.a, 3.d, 4.a, 5.b, 6.b, 7.c, 8.a, 9.c, 10.b


3 Fill in the gaps with the most suitable alternative.
1 Look at those clouds! It ___________ soon!
A. 's going to rain
B. shall rain
C. 's raining

D. 's rained

2 _________________, we won't have much to talk about.
A. If he not comes
B. Unless he comes
C. If he hadn't come

D. If he had come

3 He has ___________ in continuing the project.
A. no interesting
B. no interest
C. not interest

D. no interested

4 Person 1: “Where do you think Anne was yesterday evening?” Person 2 (replying): “She
______________ at home. The light was on.”
A. must have been B. had to be
C. couldn't have been D. hadn't to be
5 Jack told her that he ____________ come the next day.
A. is going to
B. will come
C. wants

D. was going to

6 Mary is feeling lonely because she has _______ friends in her new home town.
A. a few
B. few
C. some
D. many
7 Where was Jack yesterday? - I don't know. He ________________ seeing the doctor.
A. might has been
B. might have been
C. couldn't to be
D. mustn't have been
8 "I will finish that project soon." - Ken said he ___________ that project soon.
A. would finish
B. will be finish
C. had finished D. will be finished
9 In his position _____ managing director, he is responsible for more than 300 employees.
A. like
B. as
C. for
D. about
10 She wished she ___________ the new car.
A. bought
B. to buy
C. has bought

D. had bought

Part II - Linguistics
1 Write all the English fricatives used in standard BBC pronunciation, using IPA, and for each
one state whether it is a fortis or lenis fricative.
ĨŽƌƚŝƐʹI
IΤ
ϖ˓ζ
IΤσ
σΣ
Σ͕ůĞŶŝƐϖ
˓ζΖ
ΖK
K
2 Transcribe the BBC pronunciation of the following words, using IPA. Write only one possible
way of pronunciation for each word.
hotel [.........K̸ࡱਥWHO.........], fruit [............IUX
IUX৸W
country [...........ਥN
ਥNࣜ
IUX৸W............],
৸W
ਥNࣜQWUL.......],
QWUL
four [.............IIɬ৸..............],
soup [............VX
VX৸S
reality [.............UL
ULਥ
ɬ৸
VX৸S.............],
৸S
ULਥ OԌ
OԌWL......],
WL
theatre [.........ਥۏ
ਥۏԌ
personal [...........ਥS
Sͥ৸V
ਥۏԌ̸W̸.......],
̸W̸
ͥ৸V̸Q̸O.....................]

3 Fill in all possible plural forms of the following nouns:
volcano - volcanoes, volcanos
larva - larvae, larvas

fish - fish, fishes

brother - brothers, brethren

4 Use slashes to divide the word below into morphs and name the types of the morphs
appropriately:

incomparable
in / compar / able
grammatical morph, prefix

root

grammatical morph, suffix

5 Explain the use of the definite article highlighted in the text below:
Researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital have reached a milestone in 'mind control' by
creating a robot arm that can be controlled by a brain implant. A woman paralysed for the past
15 years has learned to use the system to serve herself coffee.
The highlighted definite article associates “the system” with its antecedent “a robot
arm” in the preceding sentence. The definite article supports the lexical cohesive tie
between a general word “system” and a hyponym “a robot arm”.
6 Search through the text and find an example of the gerund, present participle, past
participle, and infinitive used as sentence condensors. List the examples in the spaces
provided below the text.
An 83-year-old man has become the oldest living kidney donor in the UK and the oldest
person in the country to give a kidney to a stranger. "I couldn't have lived with myself with
the knowledge that I had had the chance of changing someone's life and turned it down."
Annabel Ferriman, chairwoman of Give a Kidney - One's Enough, a charity dedicated to
raising awareness of altruistic donation, said: "Altruistic donors are very special people. They
have the imagination to understand the suffering that people go through on dialysis waiting
for a transplant and the courage and generosity to do something about it."
gerund - changing, raising
infinitive - to give, to understand, to do

present participle – waiting
past participle - dedicated

7 Read the following text and complete the tasks below:
(A) Wole Soyinka, dramatist and scholar, is a Nigerian. (B) He was born in 1934, and he is
an accomplished writer of stories, novels and poetry. (C) His background and professional
life have made him uniquely able to write plays with an African setting which can absorb the
conflict between past and present, tradition and novelty, tribal beliefs and the ideologies of
the Western world today.
I

Write out the nominal group which functions as the Subject in sentence (A) and state how
the subject function is realized (in terms of its components).

Wole Soyinka, dramatist and scholar – a complex nominal group, the second nominal
group, dramatist and scholar, placed alongside the personal name, is in apposition
II Analyze sentence (C) down to clause level:

•

use slashes [//] to separate individual clauses and label them as main and subordinate;

His background and professional life have made him uniquely able to write plays with
an African setting // Main clause
which can absorb the conflict between past and present, tradition and novelty, tribal
beliefs and the ideologies of the Western world today – subordinate clause.
•

state whether the sentence complex is compound or complex and draw the dependency
diagram;

complex sentence MC
SC
•

mark clause elements in the clause(s).

His background and professional life – Subject
have made able to write – Predicate him – Object indirect uniquely –
Adverbial / Adjunct
plays with an African setting – Object direct which – Subject
can absorb – Predicate the conflict between past and present, tradition and
novelty, tribal beliefs and the ideologies of the Western world today – Object
direct
8 Define the lexico-semantic relations which characterise the following pairs:
outward /inward - antonymy, oppositeness
jail/prison - synonymy
vehicle/coach - hyponymy
their/there - homophony
9 Characterize the function(s) or the reasons for the preference of the passive forms
highlighted in the sentences below:
So we desperately need something that can deliver a step-change in emission reductions from
existing fleets, particularly as planes built today will be in service for many years to come.
The only option is to replace existing jet fuel (kerosene) with an alternative that can deliver
deep emission reductions and be used to current aircraft.
The passive voice enables to avoid mentioning the agent, which is too general and
irrelevant in this context to be mentioned. The passive structure also enables here to
keep the subject in the last two clauses constant, which is preferable in English.
The last 60 years have been the hottest in Australasia for a millennium and cannot be
explained by natural causes, according to a new report by scientists that supports the case for
a reduction in manmade carbon emissions͘
The passive voice enables to avoid mentioning the agent, which is too general (people,
scientists) and irrelevant in this context to be mentioned. The passive structure also
enables here to keep the subject in the first two clauses constant, which is preferable in
English.
10 Read the text and answer the questions below:
This paper offers some partial results from a long-term project aimed at an inquiry into the field of
medical consulting. The primary goal of the project is to search for communicative strategies of
doctors and patients that can convey empathy and trust. Via an interdisciplinary analysis, based on
data excerpted from the most recent edition of the British National Corpus (2007), the author brings
quantitative and qualitative evidence that doctor–patient interaction has undergone significant
modifications, resulting in a social redefinition of the originally asymmetrical roles of the main

protagonists. The present paper draws attention to those communicative practices of doctors and
patients that are related to the manifestation of positive politeness.

Where can this type of text be found? it is an abstract; in journals, academic publications
Characterise the target reader of the text: specialists in the field, students
Which lexical and grammatical features define the style of the text and helped you answer the
previous questions?
• impersonality of expression – avoidance of the 1st person pronouns in the subject,
preference for impersonal subjects related to the topic discussed, the use of passive
structures with the omission of agents;
• objectivity of expression – impersonality and avoidance of emotional and evaluative
vocabulary and syntax;
• high frequency of terms;
due to the space limit imposed on an abstract as a genre, the information is often expressed in a
condensed way – with the use of verbal or nominal sentence condensers

Part III – British and American History and Culture
1 Name the three countries that constitute Great Britain.

England, Scotland, Wales
2 What process does the term “devolution” denote in Britain?

Transfer of power from the central government to the four nations that constitute
the UK (decentralization)
3 Which of the following descriptions best fits Victorianism?
a) socially liberal, characterized by innovation
b) socially conservative, promotes self/control and strict discipline
c) economically and politically conservative, against class division
d) class aware, open-minded, promotes involvement of women in politics
4 Which of the following writers was Oliver Cromwell’s contemporary?
a) William Blake b) Christopher Marlowe c) John Milton d) Charles Dickens
5 William Hague is . . .
a) Labour leader, former UK prime minister
c) Conservative, UK minister for foreign affairs

b) Liberal Democrat leader
d) Leader of Scottish national Party

6 World War One is commonly referred to as . . . .
a) Battle of Britain
b) Global War
c) Great War
7

d) Big War

The term “the City” is used as a metonym in Britain. What does it stand for?

historic centre of London and the centre of financial services industry
8

9

Which of these men was an important American philosopher?
a) John Ruskin
b) Thomas Hobbes
c) George Catlin d) George Santayana
Who was the British prime minister in the 1980s?

Margaret Thatcher
10

Which two films were directed by Alfred Hitchcock?
a) Twelve Monkeys
b) The Birds
d) Psycho
e) The Exorcist

c) The Shining
f) Invasion of the Body Snatchers

11 What does 9/11 stand for in the United States? With which US president is it directly
associated?

terrorist attack on the WTC, George W. Bush
12

13

Which three states are not part of the Bible Belt?
a) Alabama
b) Texas
c) Nevada
d) Missouri
e) Hawaii
f) Maine
Write the nationality against each personality. Choose from the following nationalities:
American, English, Irish, Canadian, Scottsih
a) Leonard Cohen (musician, writer) - Canadian
c) Al Gore (politician) - American
e) Boris Johnson (politician) - English

b) W. B. Yeats (poet) - Irish
d) Anthony Burgess (writer) - English
f) Adam Smith (economist) – Scottish

14 Who is a “neocon” in US politics?
a) non-partisan Congressman
b) an non-conservative thinker
c) a new contestant in presidential elections
d) a modern liberal thinker
Kritéria pro vyhodnocení a postup, jakým se stanoví výsledek pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její
þásti:
písemný test celkem: 100 bodĤ (za nesprávné odpovČdi nebyly strhávány body)
Základní statistické charakteristiky písemné pĜijímací zkoušky nebo její þásti:
Poþet uchazeþĤ, kteĜí se zúþastnili písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 1
Nejlepší možný výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 100
Nejlepší skuteþnČ dosažený výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 42
PrĤmČrný výsledek písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: SmČrodatná odchylka výsledkĤ písemné pĜijímací zkoušky: 0,00
Decilové hranice výsledku zkoušky: -

Ostrava 27.6.2012
Zpracovala: Petra Valošková

Za správnost odpovídá: Mgr. Andrea Holešová, Ph.D.


